HARMAN
FENSTERBAU

BUILT FOR GENERATIONS

OUR MASTERPIECES
ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM-WOOD

OUR MASTERPIECES

Look forward to our beautiful, casually elegant premium entrance doors! The innovative models in
the MASTERPIECES series were created in collaboration with renowned designers in Aluminum
and Aluminum-Wood, the perfect combination of nature and technology. The wealth of style,
color and accessories options open up completely new, unique design options, which you can
exploit almost endlessly with every model. State-of-the-art production technologies meet all the
requirements regarding stability, thermal, burglary and sound protection – put your trust in our
expertise!
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OUR COMPANY

ALUMINUM-WOOD IN FOCUS
COMBINES NATURE AND TECHNOLOGY

Look forward to the unique combination of nature and technology with distinctive design! The
powder-coated Aluminum shell on the outside protects the valuable wooden front door from the
weather. Inside, the wood radiates a natural and comfortable warmth. Choose from warm, silkmatt natural wood Colors and opaque Colors for the interior. Elegantly brushed cross-veneer oak
and larch woods are now available this year. In addition to the surface, you can get different looks
including the flush version and completely concealed fittings technology – much more than just
an entry door!
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Introducing Harman Fensterbau to America. Designed and produced in Germany, our
manufacturing partner has been producing high-quality windows and doors for over 85 years
and is a recognized leader throughout Europe. Built to exacting standards the level of precision
and attention to detail is intended for decades of trouble-free and high-performance operation.
All of our products are triple-glazed and far exceed current performance requirements for U.S.
window and door manufacturers. Our product offerings are clearly for the discerning and
those who expect the very best.
Today, the family-run business in its third generation has around 700 employees in three
locations and produces 330,000 windows and 7,000 entrance doors a year. As a full-range
provider, Harman Fensterbau‘s manufacturing partner produces Windows and Doors made
of Wood, Aluminum-Wood, Aluminum, Aluminum-uPVC and uPVC. Windows, lift and slide
doors, curtain-walls and entrance doors by Harman Fensterbau are used not only across the
whole of Germany, but also worldwide.
Harman Fensterbau’s components are energy-efficient and comfortable, sophisticated in
their technology and ultra-modern in their design. They guarantee excellent heat, sound and
burglary protection. We offer a large range of design options in terms of color and shape.
“Each window and each entrance door is unique and individually produced according to the
customer’s wishes, for modern architecture as well as for the traditional sector”.
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HT A 20-201

Color HWF-RAL7037-FMA dusty grey
handle bar half-round BA 3004
stainless steel base plate

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar round BA 3001
stainless steel base plate

Color HWF-RAL9007-FME grey Aluminum | handle bar round BA 3001 | stainless steel base plate | glass side light satinato white

PREMIUM ENTRANCE DOOR ALUMINUM-WOOD

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color pine 283 C | glass side light satinato white
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•

The exterior powdercoated Aluminum shell protects the precious entrance door against weather influence

•

Comfort, design and functionality are combined so
that you, as the client, can derive sustainable joy and
profit

•

Inside, the wood radiates a natural and comfortable warmth

•

All Aluminum-Wood entrance doors without
glass coutout are tested for burglary protection.

•

Warm, semi-matt natural wood shades and
covering shades on the inside
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HT A 20-203

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey
handle bar half-round BA 3011 | stainless
steel applications

Color HWF-DB703-FME | handle bar BA 3004 | stainless steel applications | side light sand radiation with clear stripes
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Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar round BA 3001 | stainless
steel applications

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color frame RAL 7037 dusty grey of wood pine |
Color door oak cross veneered brushed | side light radiation with clear edge
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HT A 20-205

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color meranti 1871 | glass clear

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic
white
handle bar half-round BA 3004
stainless steel application
glass clear white without house
number
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Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey
handle bar jatoba BA 3002
stainless steel application
partially sand radiated glazing, house
number and field below clear

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

Color HWF-DB703-FME | handle bar half-round BA 3011 | glass clear | partially sand radiated glazing, house number and field below clear | stainless steel application
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HT A 20-206

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar jatoba BA 3002 | glass
satinato white
stainless steel applications

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite
grey
handle bar round BA 3001 | glass
madras uadi
stainless steel applications

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color pine 2805 | glass satinato white
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Color HWF-RAL7040-FMA window grey | handle bar round BA 3001 | glass clear | stainless steel applications
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HT A 20-208

14

Color HWF-7774-FME volcanic ash | handle bar half-round BA 3004 | glass clear | stainless steel applications | BA 3506

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color pine 2506 | glass satinato white | BA 3506

Detail: stainless steel applications flush

Color HWF-DB703-FME
handle bar jatoba BA 3002
glass satinato white
stainless steel applications

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

*only possible for Aluminum-Wood entrance doors

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
knob BA 3006*
glass satinato white
stainless steel applications
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HT A 20-211

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color pine 283 C | glass clear

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar half-round BA 3004
glass satinato white
stainless steel applications
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Color HWF-RAL8017-FMA chocolate
brown
knob BA 3006
glass satinato white
stainless steel applications

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

Color HWF-DB703-FME | handle bar round BA 3001 | stainless steel applications | glass satinato white | side light radiation with clear edge
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HT A 20-213

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color frame: RAL 9016 traffic white at pine | Color door leaf: larch cross veneered brushed
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Color HWF-RAL9007-FME grey Aluminum | handle bar curved silver anodized* | plano rosette BA 3514

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar curved,
Aluminum silver anodized*

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

*HT A 20-213 only possible with shown handle bar curved!

Color HWF-DB703-FME
handle bar curved, stainless steel,
Fingerprint in the handle
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HT A 20-215

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white | grooves
internal grip plate | glass sand radiation with clear
stripes

Color HWF-RAL9007-FME grey Aluminum grooves | internal grip plate

Color HWF-DB703-FME | internal grip plate with LED-lighting | grooves | glass side light clear

DETAIL: internal grip plate
Color of the LED-lighting can be adjusted with the RGBWcontroller*
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Color HWF-DB703-FME | internal grip plate | grooves | LED-lighting as an option | glass side light
satinato white

*controller (four-wire for square flush-mounted box) and power supply are delivered loosely
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HT A 20-216

DETAIL:
handle bar half-round with partially sand radiated
glass

Color HWF-6668-GMA alu middle bronze | handle bar half-round BA 3004 | glass partially sand radiated
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Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar round BA 3001
glass partially sand radiated

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color pine 272 C
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HT A 20-218

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar round BA 3001
glass satinato white | grooves outside

Color HWF-RAL9006-FME grey Aluminum
handle bar round BA 3001
glass satinato white | grooves outside

Color HWF-6668-GMA alu middle bronze | handle bar round BA 3001 | glass clear

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum-Wood | Color frame RAL 7037 dusty grey of wood pine | Color door leaf oak cross veneered brushed | glass satinato white
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HT A 20-220

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey | internal grip Aluminum powder coated silver | glass side light clear | LED-lighting (optional)

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey
internal grip Aluminum powder coated
silver*
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Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
internal grip Aluminum powder coated
silver*

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

DETAIL:
internal grip Aluminum powder coated silver*
95 mm wide, 1600 mm high
LED-lighting (optional)

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey | internal grip Aluminum powder coated silver* | glass side light clear

*HT A 20-220 only available with the shown internal grip!
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HT A 20-221

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar curved Aluminum powder
coated silver*

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey | handle bar curved Aluminum powder coated silver* | glass side lights clear
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Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite
grey
handle bar curved Aluminum powder
coated silver*

DETAIL:
handle bar curved Aluminum powder coated silver*,
this optically results from a continuous pilaster strip
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HT A 20-222

Color HWF-7774-FME volcanic ash | integrated U-handle bar Aluminum powder coated silver* | glass satinato white

Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
integrated U-handle bar Aluminum
powder coated silver*
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DETAIL:
integrated U-handle bar Aluminum powder coated
silver*
this optically results from a continuous pilaster strip

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

special Color RAL2001 red orange | integrated U-handle bar Aluminum powder coated silver* | glass satinato white
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HT A 20-223

INTERIOR VIEW: Aluminum | Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white | glass side lighte clear | glass entrance door satinato white*

DETAIL:
knob BA 3048 with perforation in the
Aluminum shell
glass satinato white*
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Color HWF-RAL9016-FMA traffic white
handle bar knob BA 3048
glass satinato white*

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

Color HWF-RAL7016-FMA anthracite grey | knob BA 3048 | glass side lighte clear | glass entrance door satinato white*

* HT A 20-223 only with knob and glass satinato white available!
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Handlesets and levers / Glass

HANDLE BARS

GLASS

For nearly all models of our Masterpieces you can choose from these handle bars for your exterior view.
*exceptions are: HT A 20-213, 215, 220, 221, 222 and 223. For these models you get the handles that are shown on the respective pages.

Beside clear glazing you can choose eight different kinds of obscured glazing.

handle bar half-round

handle bar round

handle bar stainless steel halfround is available in the following
lengths:

handle bar stainless steel
round is available in the following lengths:

1480 mm BA 3030
1280 mm BA 3011
1040 mm BA 3004

1480 mm BA 3001
1200 mm
BA 3003
500 mm
BA 3010

handle bar jatoba

knob for Aluminum-Wood

handle bar stainless steel
with real wood „Jatoba“ is
available in this length:

knob stainless steel (only
possible for AluminumWood entrance doors)

1480 mm BA 3002

BA 3006

Satinato white

Chinchilla white

Mastercarre white

Silvit white

Gothik white

Madras Pave white

Madras Uadi white

Barock white

knob for Aluminum
knob stainless steel
cranked (only possible for
Aluminum entrance doors)
BA 3049

INTERIOR HANDLES AND EXTERIOR ROSETTES
Interior handle BA 3502 in
stainless steel

AH

Interior handle BA 3503 in
stainless steel

AL

Interior handle BA 3506
in stainless steel

plano-rosette BA 3514
in stainless steel

On request, you get for
Aluminum-Wood entrance
doors the interior handle
and rosette in angular
execution

On request, you get for
Aluminum-Wood entrance
doors a rosette, which is almost flush with the outside

AH

Attention: there might be slight deviations in Color due to printing process
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AH

MIRROR ON THE INSIDE

All doors without glass cutout are perfectly suitable for designing with a large mirror (approx. 30 cm wide).
This is a decorative as well as practical desgin and changes the design in the entrance area.
The following doors are available with mirror: HT A 20-201, 203, 213, 215, 220, 221 and 222
(only Aluminum-Wood doors possible)
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Colors

ALUMINUM - STANDARD COLORS

WOOD COLORS

Whether Aluminum wood or Aluminum, the Aluminum shell is equipped with a fine structure surface as standard. This convinces with
its extremely high ease of care - fat prints don‘t have any chance. The highly weather-resistant coating is much more resistant against
weathering and scratches. You get the following colors without any surcharge, both-sided in the same Color or outside and inside white.

There are three types of wood available for the beautiful interior of the Aluminum-Wood entrance door: pine, meranti and spruce.
The noble wood goes through an elaborate surface treatment until the wood gets the desired Color.
You have the choise of a silk matt surface or an oiled look with a special feeling.
All surface materials are environmentally friendly, water-based.

HWF-RAL9016-FMA
traffic white

HWF-RAL9006-FME
white Aluminum

HWF-RAL8014-FMA
sepia brown

HWF-RAL7040-FMA
window grey

HWF-RAL9007-FME
grey Aluminum

HWF-RAL8011-FMA
nut brown

HWF-RAL7037-FMA
dusty grey

HWF-7774-FME
volcanic ash

HWF-RAL8003-FMA
clay brown

HWF-RAL7016-FMA
anthracite grey

HWF-DB703-FME
DB 703

HWF-RAL8017-FMA
chocolate brown

pine 2805

pine 272 C

pine 283 C

pine 2720

pine 2732

pine 2842

pine 281 J

pine 2506

pine 291 L | oiled look

pine 293 G | oiled look

spruce 3775

spruce 372 F

spruce 391 F | oiled look

spruce 391 A | oiled look

meranti 1871

meranti 188 V

meranti 186 Q

HWF-7773-FME
cast iron

HWF-RAL3004-FMA
purple red

HWF-RAL6005-FMA
moss green

WEATHER-RESISTANT

HWF-6669-GMA
alu natur

Aluminum Colors - Special Colors
(RAL at request, fine structure and highly weather-resistant)

n
itio
pet
Com

HWF-6668-GMA
alu middle bronze

Ha

HWF-6667-GMA
alu dark bronze

rm
a

nF
en

ste

rba
u

AFTER 10 YEARS OF WEATHERING
the stronger bleaching is clearly visible with conventional coatings
NEW CONDITION

In addition to the Colors listed above, there are two more surfaces available for the door leaf. The wood species oak and larch as
cross-veneer are brushed and processed in a light shade. The color-differences and rough branches are deliberately emphasized.
The veneer of the surface is much more knotty and lively like that of the oak. The expression of the individual veneers can nevertheless vary.
These two Colors are not available for the door frame. Only the door leaf can be made with this special veneer. For the frame, we
recommend a covering color (RAL 7016) from our wood color chart. You can see how the door can look from the inside on the
examples on pages 9, 19 and 24.

oak cross veneered brushed light

larch cross veneered brushed light

Attention: Printing technology may cause color deviations from the original sound.
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Safety technology

Every four minutes on average there is a burglary in Germany. In addition to windows and patio doors, entrance doors are a popular entry-level path for burglars. With good security technology, however, the burglar quickly abandons his plans, because he
does not have much time to remain undetected. So the solution is to invest in security technology that has withstood the test of
time. That is why we place very high value on very good safety technology - as a standard; We offer these security components
at no extra cost. Trust in our expertise!

S

THE PLU

+

On request, you can upgrade all Aluminum entrance doors with the following safety components

STANDARD safety components at all entrance doors
Standard components

3

1
8

1

2

9

Lock tested corresponding to security class RC2
When closing the door the latch bolts drive 20 mm into
the bolting bar via a magnetic impulse at the top and bottom of the door.
Therefore the door is always closed - without re-closing
with a key.

6

P4A safety glazing:
The exterior pane consists of a composite of two panes with integrated security foil.
Furthermore, the glazing is glued circumferential
with a special adhesive in the glass cutout.
Thus, the glass connection is secured.

9

the main bolt can be locked with a key turn - the lever
blocks for control purposes, as a child safety lock and for
maximum security.

7

2

6

3

continuous bolting bar: protection against prying on the lock side

4

cylinder with drill protection

5

interior handle in stainless steel with exterior ring rosette (ES1-part): serves
as a pull protection for the cylinder

6

stable hinges: triple security on the hinge side

4
5
7

1

6

7

Two hinge-side
securities: the opposite wedges get
caught when the
door is closed and
offer additional
protection against
prying

picture.: Aluminum panel two-sided sash-concealing

8

„Wedge
Fold“ as an
additional prying
protection.
our patented
„Wedge Fold“ on
the hinge side
is another pryproof protection

picture.: Aluminum-Wood

strong and massive Aluminum panel: meets RC2 requirements

Models tested RC2:
HT A 20-201, 203, 213, 215, 220, 221 and 222

38

Aluminum-Holz

Aluminum

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

By using a P4A safety glazing the following models are tested RC2:
HT A 20-205, 206, 208, 211, 216, 218 and 223
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Access Variants

All doors are equipped as standard with an automatic lock! By pulling the door, the latch bolts at the top and bottom of the door automatically move 20 mm into the bolting bar. As a result, the door is always locked - without locking with the key. A day trap (also called
snapper or latch) is also integrated in the lock, however, the automatic locking must be deactivated for use.
Each door can be upgraded with one of the following three convenient access systems (E-opener, M-opener).

fingerprint access system*
(including M-Opener)

The fingerprint includes the M-opener listed above.
The automatic locking and unlocking motor is thus guaranteed and thus the safety.

-

external access is not only possible via the key but also via the fingerprint
pull the taught finger over the scanner, the green light will illuminate and the door will unlock
the door is always closed and thus provides maximum security
our fingers are unique and cannot be replicated or get lost
comfortable operation. You don‘t have to carry a key

E-opener (electric door opener)
integrated in the face plate
For using, the automatic lock has
to be deactivated manually.

variant 1: integrated in the door leaf

Automatic lock with M-opener *
(Door opener with motor-driven release)
Pulling the door closed without locking it activates the multi-point locking with two
latch bolts

variant 2: integrated in the handle bar

push bar half-round with fingerprint
available in two lengths:
push bar length 1280 mm BA 3041**
push bar length 1480 mm BA 3042**
or integrated in the handle bar of model
HT A 20-213

Releasing is done by pressing the handle or for instance by a domestic intercom system

Benefits:
- maximum security without locking
- the automatic and the motorised locking are not mutually exclusive
- ideal for access system in single and multi-familiy houses

(no daytime release possible)

* manual re-closing overrides electrical options such as fingerprint or domestic intercom system
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**installation height of the fingerprint approx. between 1200mm and 1600 mm depending on the door height and model
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Technical Data

Aluminum entrance doors (two-sided sash-concealing)

U-Values

Triple glazing Ug 0.11 BTU/hr.ft2.°F, with warm edge spacer, inner and outer pane with ESG (toughened)
Optionally, the following glasses can be selected at no extra cost: Iso light, Satinato, Chinchilla white,
Mastercarre white, Gothic white, Barock white, Silvit white, Madras Uadi and Madras Pave

0.13

0.13

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.13

AHT 3-95

(meranti/pine)

0.13

0.13

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.13

AHT 3-115 **
(spruce)

0.11

0.11

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.11

AHT 3-115**
(meranti/pine)

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.13

0.14

0.13

0.12

AHT 3-105 Modern **

Panel:

Aluminum two-sided sash-concealing,85 mm thick

(spruce)

0.13

0.13

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.13

U-value:

see page 42

AHT 3-105 Modern **
(meranti/pine)

0.14

0.14

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.14

Surface Aluminum:

AT 72 Exclusiv
AT 82 Design

0.15

0.15

0.17

0.17

0.18

0.18

0.15

Aluminum powdercoated highly weather-resistant
All standard-Colors see Aluminum-Color-chart Harman Fensterbau (not wooden decor) without surcharge
possible. Special Color RAL on request possible (fine structures and highly weather-resistant as far as
feasible)
(inside same Color than outside or outside RAL Color and inside white)

Fittings:

Multipoint-locking, with daytime function, without E-opener, Profile cylinder with emergency and
danger function, drill protection and 5 keys, 3 three-piece hinges, 2 hinge-side security

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.14

0.13

0.15

0.15

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.15

0.11

0.13

AHT 3-115**

0.12

AHT 3-105 Modern **
(spruce)

0.13

AHT 3-105 Modern **
(meranti/pine)

AT 72 Exclusiv
AT 82 Design

(spruce)

(meranti/pine)

0.13

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.14

0.13

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.14

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.14

0.14

0.15

0.15

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.15

0.16

0.18

0.18

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.18

u-Values provided in (BTU/hr.ft2.°F)
* calculation basis Ud-value according to DIN-EN ISO 14351-1 (door size 1230 x 2180 mm)

max. (45-1/4“ W x 88-1/2“ H) 1150 x 2250 mm
min. (38-1/2“ W x 77-3/4“ H) 980 x 1980 mm Aluminium-Haustüren

Size:
Aluminium-Haustüren

AT 82 Design - beidseitig flügelüberdeckend (Meisterwerke)

AT 72 Exclusiv - beidseitig flügelüberdeckend (Meisterwerke)

Schnitt durch Haustür oben und seitlich

Schnitt durch Haustür oben und seitlich

82

0.13

72

Aluminium-Haustüren
AT 82 Design - beidseitig flügelüberdeckend (Meisterwerke)
Schnitt durch Haustür unten
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Aluminium-Haustüren
AT 72 Exclusiv - beidseitig flügelüberdeckend (Meisterwerke)
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0.14

AHT 3-115 **

HT A 20-218 HT A 20-220 HT A 20-221 HT A 20-222 HT A 20-223

95

(meranti/pine)

0.14

95

AHT 3-95

HT A 20-216

0.13

12

(spruce)

HT A 20-215

70

AHT 3-95

5

System

61

Aluminum
two-sided sash-concealing

3

Glazing:

(spruce)

20

Aluminum-Wood
in spruce, pine, meranti

82 mm / 72 mm

Numbers of gaskets:

AHT 3-95

Diese Zeichnung/ CAD-Daten dürfen ohne unsere Genehmigung weder vervielfältigt noch Dritten zugänglich gemacht werden.
Ihre
Benutzung ist nur für die Zwecke gestattet, für die wir sie ausdrücklich zur Verfügung gestellt haben.
Diese Zeichnung/ CAD-Daten dürfen ohne unsere Genehmigung weder vervielfältigt noch Dritten zugänglich gemacht
werden.
Ihre Benutzung ist nur für die Zwecke gestattet, für die wir sie ausdrücklich zur Verfügung gestellt haben.

Aluminum-Wood
in spruce, pine, meranti

AT 82 Design / AT 72 Exclusiv

Building depth:
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Aluminum-Wood
in spruce, pine, meranti

Execution:

95

Material

HT A 20-213

95

Aluminum
two-sided sash-concealing

HT A 20-211

12

Aluminum-Wood
in spruce, pine, meranti

HT A 20208

70

Aluminum-Wood
in spruce, pine, meranti

HT A 20-201 HT A 20-203 HT A 20-205 HT A 20-206

20

Aluminum-Wood
in spruce, pine, meranti

System

Diese Zeichnung/ CAD-Daten dürfen ohne unsere Genehmigung weder vervielfältigt noch Dritten zugänglich gemacht werden.
Ihre Benutzung ist nur für die Zwecke gestattet, für die wir sie ausdrücklich zur Verfügung gestellt haben.
Diese Zeichnung/ CAD-Daten dürfen ohne unsere Genehmigung weder vervielfältigt noch Dritten zugänglich gemacht werden.
Ihre Benutzung ist nur für die Zwecke gestattet, für die wir sie ausdrücklich zur Verfügung gestellt haben.

Material

Sample corner
AT 72 Exclusiv

feirer.christoph
5-20

Stand 04.09.2018
Irrtum und Änderungen vorbehalten
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Technical Data

Aluminum-Wood-entrance doors AHT 3-95 / AHT 3-115

Aluminum-Wood-entrance doors AHT 3-105 Modern

Execution:

AHT 3-95 / AHT 3-115, with Classic- or Art-shell

Execution:

AHT 3-105 Modern

Building depth:

frame 87 mm / 104 mm, door leaf with CFRP stabilizer 94 mm / 111 mm for maximum stability

Building depth:

Frame 87 mm / 104 mm, Door leaf with CFRP stabilizer 94 mm / 111 mm for maximum stability

Number of gaskets:

3

Number of gaskets:

3

Glazing:

Triple glazing Ug 0.12 BTU/hr.ft2.°F / 0.11 BTU/hr.ft2.°F with warm edge spacer
Optionally, the following glasses can be selected at no extra cost: Iso light, Satinato, Chinchilla white,
Mastercarre white, Gothic white, Barock white, Silvit white, Madras Uadi and Madras Pave

Glazing:

Triple glazing Ug 0.12 BTU/hr.ft2.°F / 0.11 BTU/hr.ft2.°F with warm edge spacer
Optionally, the following glasses can be selected at no extra cost: Iso light, Satinato, Chinchilla white,
Mastercarre white, Gothic white, Barock white, Silvit white, Madras Uadi and Madras Pave

Panel:

Aluminum sash-concealing outside

Panel:

Aluminum sash-concealing outside

see page 42

U-value:

Types of wood:

pine, spruce, meranti

Types of wood:

see page 42
pine, spruce, meranti

Surface wood:

4-layer system construction Colors according to Harman Fensterbau Color chart

Surface wood:

Surface Aluminum:

Aluminum shells powdercoated highly weather-resistant
All standard-Colors see Aluminum-Color-chart Harman Fensterbau (not wooden decor) without surcharge
possible. Special Color RAL on request possible (fine structures and highly weather-resistant as far as
feasible)

Surface Aluminum:

Aluminum shells powdercoated highly weather-resistant
All standard-Colors see Aluminum-Color-chart Harman Fensterbau (not wooden decor) without surcharge
possible. Special Color RAL on request possible (fine structures and highly weather-resistant as far as
feasible)

Fittings:

Multipoint-locking, with daytime function, without E-opener, Profile cylinder with emergency and danger function, drill protection and 5 keys, 3 fully concealed hinges

Fittings:

Multipoint-locking, with daytime function, without E-opener, Profile cylinder with emergency and danger
function, drill protection and 5 keys, 3 fully concealed hinges

Size:

max. (45-1/4“ W x 88-1/2“ H) 1150 x 2250 mm , min. (38-1/2“ W x 77-3/4“ H) 980 x 1980 mm

Size:

Miscellaneous:

patented „Wedge Fold“ on the hinge side as pry-proof protection

Miscellaneous:

U-value:

4-layer system construction Colors according to Harman Fensterbau Color chart

max. (45-1/4“ W x 88-1/2“ H) 1150 x 2250 mm, min. (38-1/2“ W x 77-3/4“ H) 980 x 1980 mm
2 hinge-side security

32

103

53

104

Figure: detail AHT 3-95
44

Sample corner AHT 3-95
(sash inside and outside offset)

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing process.

Sample corner AHT 3-115
(sash inside and outside offset)

Figure: detail AHT 3-105 Modern

Sample corner AHT 3-105 modern
(sash inside and outside almost flush)
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